
Hello, <<First Name>>!

My goal in producing Science Of Ultra is to bring you a reliable knowledge resource so that you can

make the most informed decisions for yourself. Just as we make our training specific to our races, I

want to make these episodes specific to my listeners’ needs. Would you be willing to help me to help

you? If your answer is yes, please send me an e‐mail (shawn@scienceofultra.com) and tell me

     1) about your background in ultra running

     2) your goals/interests for 2016

     3) the two or three topics you want to hear about most

Thanks!

 

The episode this week brought the return of coach Jason Koop for the second of my two‐part interview

with him.

Want to connect with Jason?

www.trainright.com

@jasonkoop (Twitter, Instagram, and Facebook)

 

•In our last episode with Jason, episode 3, he explained his overall approach to training as

transitioning from the least race‐specific workouts to the most race‐specific. A listener might question

then, what is the reason for training short interval high‐intensity far out from a race at all? How does

THAT benefit the overall plan and training?

THE STRING OF AN ATHLETE: the curved line that describes the relation between intensity and

capacity for an athlete. Whenever you work (pull/push on) a specific intensity, the entire string

moves. It moves most at the intensity but capacity at all intensities benefit. So, to move the entire

string appreciably, all parts must be trained and each part benefits all the others. If you only train
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one intensity or one regions of intensities, you miss out on comprehensive improvement.

•There are proponents of always training below lactate threshold (LT), basically training at race pace

or lower year‐round. What are Jason's thoughts on that and what are the physiological mistakes in that

approach?

An athlete can raise maximum sustainable work rate only to a limit. If that athlete always trains

low and slow, improvement will stop when the maximum sustainable work rate approaches

VO2max. Eventually, the athlete will have to raise VO2max in order to have the capacity to raise

their maximum sustainable work rate any further.

•In the fall, many people are thinking about planning the following year. What should we consider as

we question which races we sign up for, especially considering necessary recover time between races?

First, find the race(s) that matter to you. It is important that you are training for races that are

meaningful to you ‐ this will become important for sustaining interest and motivation in training.

How many races you can handle, and how much time you need for full recovery between races,

may be very different from someone else. Be brutally honest with yourself about whether your

goals for the year are realistic. You may need to adjust goals in concert with choosing races. It may

be, for example, that you want to run the Grand Slam, and this requires that you focus on only

finishing each and take it easier in each race so that you can recover and attain the overall goal.

•How does he monitor athletes for signs of over‐fatigue on a short time frame and over the course of a

season?

There are no specific tests or measurements he uses. Most runners have routes they run regularly.

Comparing times on the same route over time (for workouts with a similar effort) can be a useful

tool in assessing physiologic fatigue. But, most important, is entering into the training log how you

feel during the workout. Looking back over previous days or a week, patterns can be recognized

and progressive fatigue becomes apparent. 

•What is the physiological basis for doing recovery runs (rather than just taking the day off), and how

should recovery runs be implemented in the course of a weekly plan?

Physiologically, recover runs probably don’t do much, if anything. We heard this also in episode 6

with Dr. Trappe on tapering. Recovery runs are most important for the mental side of training. But,

they must be very easy. Jason suggested that, if you want to run harder than very easy, then you

should a) evaluate why and if there is a deeper reason for pushing yourself when you should be

recovering and then b) consider that the hard days leading up to that recovery day could have been

run harder.



•How does Jason monitor for progress and improvements during a training plan and how does he know

it’s time to move on to the next phase of training?

The three major factors Jason considers are: the time frame available before a goal event, the

demands of the event, and the strengths and weaknesses of the athlete. When to transition training

to the next phase is highly specific to the athlete. If the training is constructed well (not too easy

or too hard overall), then the time to transition from training at one intensity to training at a

different intensity begins when performance declines by 10%. If there is a lot of time in the season,

then the phase could also start over at that point. Jason follows the concept that you must get

worse to maximize the stimulus for getting better, while being careful to avoid injury. There is a

lot of art to this, and this may be where a good coach can be the most beneficial.

•How long is the final phase (‘aerobic’) of training, optimally?

For Jason, it is about 8 weeks for the vast majority of athletes. 

•In that final phase, where we are most race‐specific, what would we expect to be a weekly volume

(distance or time) relative to the goal race, and how should that volume be distributed throughout a

week?

The types of runs during that phase depends on, and matches, the demands of the upcoming event.

Weekly volume and intensity should progress toward the race demands. Long events (24

hrs...multi‐day) will require long slow training runs in this phase. Shorter races (e.g., 6 hrs) runs

will be relatively shorter and higher intensity during this final phase.

 

Plus, Jason answered two high impact questions…are you ready?

•What are the two most common mistakes (Jason give us three) that you see in athletes’ prior training

when they first hire you?

1) Too much emphasis on volume, 2) Not enough focus on high intensity, 3) Lack of specificity ‐ to

include trail surface under feet, distance, climate/environment if possible, gear (train with exact

gear and clothing to be used), etc.

•What are the three or four key action items that we can put into practice right away to improve our

training?

1) Pick races that have meaning to you; run events that you really want to train for, 2) have your

support system in place (supportive family, the right crew, time for training, etc.), then ‐ and only

then ‐ 3) plan your training.
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